
rebirth of a legend



After the revival of the old onza® brand in 2008, onza®
Tires has since established itself as a well-known brand in
the global tire market. The small but motivated team of
employees, an innovative R & D and state-of-the-art
production processes guarantee that onza® tires will
continue to hold this position in the future. To meet the
high demands of our customers, we keep the degree of
innovation on onza® products constantly high.

Our goal continually motivates us and drives us forward:
We enjoy our work and what we do. With our drive and
innovation, onza® Tires give the enthusiastic mountain
biker the confidence to constantly push for peak
performance. onza® Tires offers products of the highest
quality and performance only a Swiss company can
provide.

onza® products are known for
quality and innovation.
Swiss Performance is our credo!

onza® tires



onza® tires’ heritage

In the 1990s – the golden age of mountain bike sports -
the former onza® team presented numerous innovative
products to the bike community. These products
included, legendary bar ends, seat posts, steel chainrings,
titanium cranksets, and high-performance tires. Tire
models such as the RIP, the DAVE, the RAIL, and of course
the PORCUPINE were at the pinnacle of tire innovation

in terms of grip and performance. Mountain bike
legends like Greg "H-Ball" Herbold or Hans

"Noway" Ray swore by the then revolutionary
products. After more than 30 years, it is

time to revive the brand’s legendary
performance and achievements!



1993: Racing PORC’s
with skinwall casing1990: ad in the Mountain Bike Action magazineonza® tires’ heritage



1993: YETI C-26 with white PORCUPINE tires, 26x1.95onza® tires’ heritage



The PORCUPINE is back!

• modern, open and easy-rolling All Mountain tire tread

• The placement of the tread lugs is based on the
appearance of a porcupine: Spiky knobs for extra grip. 
This corresponds to the idea of the PORCUPINE of the
90s!

• Tire models with black and white tread rubber
available, as in the 90s.

• Various tire dimensions and widths available.

• Casings in black and skinwall available for all tire sizes
and widths.

• New hotpatch design!



modern, open and easy-rolling All Mountain tire tread

outstanding smooth-rolling properties due to ramps on the front of the lugs

knobs in the center of the tread reduce the rolling resistance

transition lugs provide seamless transition from straight to lean riding, without losing
any grip

continuous channel between center and side lugs offer massive grip in cornering

slotted knobs for optimum adaptation of the rubber lugs in difficult terrain, in rolling
direction, and also for braking/accelerating

double support protects the side lugs from folding in extreme cornering positions

side knobs arranged in a line provide continuous cornering control

PORCUPINE Icon

high grip due to aggressive, angular knob shape

open tread profile with moderate spaces for quick dirt shedding

•

•



Tubeless Ready TLR Icon

recommended rim width in millimeters

helpful information on casing sidewall



tire’s dimensions in inches and
designation according to ETRTO in millimeters and French measure

recommended Tubeless pressure in bar and PSI

maximum air pressure in bar and PSI

helpful information on casing sidewall



onza® tires’ credo!

helpful information on casing sidewall











SEE YOU
ON THE TRAILS!

www.onza-tires.com
contact@onza-tires.com
Apex Sports LLC
Tramstrasse 66
CH-4142 Münchenstein


